
Wall Street People True Stories Of The Great Barons Of Finance Revealing, captivating, and surprising stories of yesterday's legendary financial masterminds. From its inception, Wall Street has been home to a variety of fascinating heroes and villains who have left their mark for better or for worse in pursuit of their dreams. Specifications. Series Title. Wall Street People. Publisher. Wiley. In Volume Two of Wall Street People, Charles Ellis and James Vertin turn back the clock to reveal the true stories of the great barons of finance. Vivid portraits offer a rare glimpse into the professional and personal world of over sixty of the masters and moguls of finance. Praise For Wall Street People VOLUMES 1 and 2. The people in this book have one thing in common. For better or worse, each made a lasting impression on the landscape of our business. Charley Ellis's Wall Street People is delicious reading for anyone who's been involved with Wall Street over the past half century. This book depicts saints, sinners, dreamers, and achievers with real panache. It's a treasure trove of great stories. -David H. Komansky, Chairman and CEO, Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. Structured finance has acquired a newfound significance in the post-subprime era and has also undergone fundamental changes with wider implications in the emerging global economic scenario. Below is the list of top 10 structured finance books: 1. Introduction to Structured Finance (Get this book). 2. Structured Finance and Collateralized Debt Obligations (Get this book). Let us discuss each of the Structured Finance books in detail along with its key takeaways and reviews. #1 Introduction to Structured Finance. by Frank J. Fabozzi (Author), Henry A. Davis (Author), Moorad Choudhry (Author). These two Wall Street insiders provide detailed profiles of dozens of the most fascinating and influential financial luminaries ever to light up the dark and cavernous underbelly of the world's most famous street. Related here are intriguing tales of money won and lost, amazing coups, brazen cons of financial brilliance, and untrammeled greed and blind ambition. You can write a book review and share your experiences. Other readers will always be interested in your opinion of the books you've read. Whether you've loved the book or not, if you give your honest and detailed thoughts then people will find new books that are right for them. 1. Wall Street People. This Page Intentionally Left Blank. Wall Street People True Stories of Today's Masters and Moguls.